Self-declaration of absence of conflict of interests

Pursuant to Article 53, Legislative Decree no. 165/2001, the undersigned Carlos Gonzalez Ballesteros, born in Seville (ES), the 24/03/1988 in connection with the stay in Italy for collaboration aimed to hold a seminar at CNR-INO

DECLARES

- the absence of situations of conflict of interests, even if potential, pursuant to current legislation, with the National Research Council of Italy (CNR);

- not to present any other cause of incompatibility with the providing of professional services in the interest of CNR;

- to accept and respect the provisions of the CNR's Code of Conduct and of public employees General Code.

I also undertake to promptly notify of any changes in the contents of this declaration and to make, in case, a new replacement statement.

In accordance with the Law no. 196/2003 and EU Regulation 679/2016, I hereby authorize the treatment, and the publication, if applicable, of the data contained in this declaration on the CNR institutional website.

The present declaration is made in accordance with the Article 46 and thereafter of the Decree of the President of the Italian Republic (DPR) no. 445 dated 28/12/2000.

Place and date, 

\[\text{Milano} \quad 11.05.2022\]

The declarant

\[\text{Signature}\]